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Junk-A-Car Now Accepting Junk Cars Without Titles

Junk-A-Car, one of the leading cash-for-junk-cars companies in the United States, is making it
easier for customers to sell their old vehicles by now accepting cars that have no title.

New York, New York (PRWEB) December 31, 2013 -- Junk-A-Car (www.junkacar.com), one of the nation's
leading cash-for-junk-cars companies, has simplified its car purchasing process for old, crashed or junk vehicles
by now accepting vehicles that have no title. Now, car owners who have lost their vehicle’s title can still sell
their cars for cash to the company.

The problem many car owners face when they're in possession of a used car is that they often don’t have the
title handy to sell or get rid of the vehicle. Many junkyards, auto salvage yards, and cash-for-junk-cars
companies will not accept a junk car without its title and registration. This requirement is usually in place for
security reasons, to make sure the car was not stolen and that it belongs to the person selling it. Junk-A-Car is
helping customers in a similar situation by training its valuation specialists in all states' particular rules
regarding selling vehicles without a title. In many states, a registration will suffice allowing Junk-A-Car to
purchase a junk car and remove it free of charge despite a missing title.

No Title, No Problem

Most cash-for-junk-cars companies will not accept vehicle sales or trade-ins without the title and registration,
but Junk-A-Car can and will. The company's dedicated Title department works with customers who lost their
vehicle’s title and guides them through the process based on the seller's state laws.

For owners who do not have or lost their car’s titles, the company will only ask them to provide their state
driver’s license and a copy of their registration. A copy of the registration is usually obtainable through the
website of their state’s Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV).

Service You Can Trust

Many car owners face specific issues and problems with their junk cars. Whether a car has no title, was totaled
in an accident, or has too many mechanical problems, Junk-A-Car promises to provide all customers the same
high level of service. The junk car’s specific condition will not affect the company's ability to offer car owners
the best possible price for their car, truck, or van.

Car owners who want to sell their junk cars, but are missing the title will only need to notify the company.
Junk-A-Car’s professional vehicle valuation specialists will then help ensure a painless and efficient
transaction, taking the vehicle off a client’s hands for free, in exchange for money on hand

--

About Junk-A-Car
Junk-A-Car is one of the largest nationwide cash-for-junk-cars companies accepting junk vehicles of all makes,
models, and conditions. The company buys junk cars of all types, even if it’s totaled, flood-damaged, or is
missing its title and, in exchange for money on hand. The company takes pride in providing top-dollar
appraisals and free towing services.
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For more information about the company and their service, visit their website at http://www.junkacar.com/.
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Contact Information
Egbavwe Pela
Search Marketing Group, Inc.
http://www.searchmarketinggroup.com
+1 8003075617

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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